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New measurement of the Dalitz-decay branching ratio of the m'
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An experiment measuring the Dalitz-decay branching ratio of the m' meson has been performed at the Clinton P.
Anderson Meson Physics Facility {LAMPF). The result is I'{n. ~+e y)/I'{m —+yy) = {1.25 ~0.04+0.01) )& 10 ',
where the first error is due to statistics and the second is an estimate of systematic effects. This result is in agreement
with the one previous high-statistics measurement and with theoretical expectations.

I. INTRODUCTION

The m' meson decays electromagnetically; the
predominant decay mode is m'-yy. It was first
pointed out by Dalitz' that one of the photons could
internally convert into an electron-positron pair
(a Dalitz pair). This should occur with a proba-
bility -~0 for a single photon or -~ofor either
y from n decay. The Dalitz-decay mode of the m'

was observed in several. low-statistics experi-
ments and the branching ratio was measured
in a hydrogen bubble chamber in 1961 by Samios'
to be

I' v'-ye'e
B=

0
= (1.166 + 0.047) & 10 '.

r(~0-yy)

B has been calculated in conventional quantum
electromagnetic theory (QED), including radiative
corrections by several authors, ' '0 yielding

B&&y 1 o 196 x 10
p

with an uncertainty" of less than 0.003 x 10 '.
ln an attempt to explain a discrepancy between

experimental data and theoretical expectations for
muonic-atom x-ray spectra, Adler, Dashen, and
Treiman" showed that B is quite sensitive to the
vacuum-polarization contribution in QED. Sub-
sequent muonic-atom x-ray data" showed the
earlier measurements to be incorrect. In the
meantime, the prospect of testing QED helped
motivate our experiment to measure B.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

A. General approach

To measure the Dalitz-decay branching ratio,
it i.s necessary to produce w 's and detect e'e pairs
which come directly from m~ decay, Unfortunately,
it is impossible to avoid a background of e'e pairs
from external conversions of y's from m'-yy de-
cays in the target material used to produce the

mo's. Our experimental technique eliminated this
background. We also deliberately converted pho-
tons to provide a normalization. A simplified des-
cription of the method is given below.

The m" s were produced in a CH, target of thick-
ness t by the reaction m p-n'n. The products of
m' decays were detected in two arms: one arm
detected a photon which was in coinciderice with
an electron-positron pair detected in the other.
The number of m' Dalitz-decay events detected.
per incident m is proportional to t since the m' pro-
duction probability is proportional to t. Thus the
number of Dalitz-decay events detected per target
thickness is a constant. The number of w -yy
events detected per incident m with a y converting
in the target material is proportional to t'. The
number of events per target thickness for this
process extrapolates to zero at zero target thick-
ness. Thus, extrapolating the total number of
events per target thickness to zero target thick-
ness yields a signal due only to m' Dalitz-decay
events. The experiment was then repeated with
a copper sheet in front of the pair spectrometer.
The copper intercepted photons from z'-yy and
converted a known fraction of these photons. Ex-
trapolating the number of events per target thick-
ness to zero target thickness for this configuration
yields a signal whi. ch is the sum of that due to mo

Dal. itz-decay events and to m'-yy events where a
photon converted in the copper sheet. Comparing
the yields with and without the copper sheet re-
sults in the ratio of Dalitz-decay events to the
known rate for externally converted photons from
the copper sheet and, hence, B. A derivation of
an approximate formula for determining B fol-
lows.

I.et 0 be the cross section for m p -m'n, p be the
density of protons in the target, n be the rate of
incident m, t be the target thickness, - and A be
the acceptance of the apparatus. The detect, ion
rate for Dalitz-decay events is
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E~ =optnQB. (3)

The event rate from m -yy events converting in
the target is

E, = a ptnQ (2Kt/2), (4)

where the factor of 2 is due to the fact that either
photon can convert, K is the conversion probability
in the target per target thickness, and we assume
that half of the target thickness on the average is
available to convert the photon. It is also assumed
here that Q is the same for Dalitz-decay and pho-
ton-conversion events and that K is independent of
photon energy. There is, in addition, a probability
C„ that a photon will convert in material between
the target and the detecting apparatus. The total
event rate per target thickness with no copper con-
verter is then

Eo/t = opnQ(B+Kt+2C„) . (5)

I(tc„)= gPnQ(B+ 2Kc"fc„+2Cs), (8)

where I(fc„) is the intercept as a function of copper
thickness. Defining R [in units of (tc„) ] to be
the ratio of the term proportional to tc„ to the term
independent of tc„ in Eq. (8), we find

8 = -2C~.

Even though Eq. (9) is an approximate expression
it demonstrates that the determination of B depends
only on the ratio of intercepts and known conver-
sion probabilities.

8. n'0 production

The high-energy pion channel (P') at the Clinton
P. Anderson Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF)
was tuned to transport 300-MeV/c s mesons to
the target. The beam intensity was varied from
4 x 10' v /s (average) to 16 x.106 v /s to study the
dependence of the result on the instantaneous fluxes
in the detectors. The m beam had a p, contamina-
tion of -10/0. Some of the muons came from pions
which decayed near the production target these

With a copper converter in place, the event rate
is increased by an amount

Ec"= optnQ(2Kc "to„), (6)

where K "is the photon-conversion probability
in the copper per copper thickness and t~„ is the
copper thickness. It is assumed that the copper
sheet is large enough so as not to decrease Q.
The event rate per target thickness with a copper
converter in place is

Ec"/t =opsQ(B+Kt+2K "tc„+2C~). (7)

Extrapolating Eqs. (5) and (7) to zero target thick-
ness, we find

muons were transported by the channel and oc-
cupied approximately the same phase space as the
pions. The rest of the muons came from pions
which decayed downstream of the last bending mag-
net in the channel. A lead collimator was con-
structed just upstream of the CH, target to shield
the apparatus from these muons. It was not nec-
essary to measure the beam composition since B
is extracted from a ratio of event rates and the
only beam setting which was changed was an aper-
ture jaw which varied the intensity but not the
composition.

Three different CH, targets were used; the tar-
get thicknesses were (0.5936+ 0.0017), (1.1810
+0.0022), and (2.370+0.0025) g/cm'. Each target
was 15.2 cm wide and 7.6 cm high. The targets
were much larger than the beam spot (3 x 3 cm)
so the experiment was insensitive to slight move-
ments of the beam.

C. Apparatus

Figure 1 shows schematically the two arms which
detected m decay products. The shower counter
detected photons and the large magnetic spectro-
meter detected electron-positron pairs. Each of
these devices is discussed in more detail below.

1. Shower counter

The shower counter consisted of four scintillation
counters with a 0.95-cm-thick lead sheet placed
between the first and second seintillators. The
first counter vetoed incident charged particles.
Photons which converted in the lead sheet pro-
duced electrons and positrons which were de-
tected in the three subsequent counters. Conci-
dent signals from all three of these counters were
required by the logic. All counters were 0.64 cm
thick.

The veto counter and the first two coincidence
counters were each 30.5 cm wide and 61 cm high.
This size was chosen to match the acceptance of
the magnetic spectrometer. During the course
of the experiment, we found it necessary to: reduce
the accidental coincidence rate between the two
arms. Monte Carlo studies indicated that only
-10% of the good events counted in the 10 cm of
the shower counter farthest from the bea, m line,
while -30/0 of the accidental coincidences counted
there. Thus a third coincidence counter, 61 cm
high but only 20 cm wide, was added to the shower
counter.

2. Magnetic spectrometer

The magnetic spectrometer consisted of scintil-
lation counters and multiwire proportional cham-
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hers (INWPC's) flanking the magnet which had
rectangular pole faces 86 cm wide by 44.5 cm
deep, separated by a 61-cm gap. The integrated
field was 8.16x 10' 0 cm. The magnet was us ed
only to separate collinear electrons and positrons
so that they could be detected as two separate
particles; momentum resolution was not important.

The trigger logic required coincident pulses
from a scintillation counter upstream of the mag-
net (the G counter) and from two counters in each
of two hodoscope banks located downstream of the
magnet (the H and J counters). The G counter was
0.16 cm thick, 20.5 cm high, and 32 cm wide. It
was located between the first two MWPC's and
assured that triggering particles originated at the
front of the experiment. Each of the nine H count-
ers and nine J counters measured 1.3 x 71.1 x 13.8
cm. Each H-counter scintillator was viewed by
two photomultiplier tubes, one on top and one on
the bottom; each J counter had only one photo-
multiplier. The II- and J-counter banks were
separated by 2.5 cm of CH, to suppress neutrons
registering in both banks.

The four planes of 5/QvVPC's recorded the posi-
tions of the triggering particles which passed
through them. Each chamber had 20- p,m-diameter
goldplated tungsten signal wires, spaced 2 mm
apart, in both the horizontal and vertical direc-
tions. The chamber readouts consisted of delay
lines which spanned 64 signal wires. The unscat-
tered w beam passed through the front two
MWPC's; no position information was collected
from the beam region. This design allowed the ac-
tive region of the chambers to be close to the beam
yet very little material. was near the beam. The
active areas of the first three MWPC's were
32x32, 38.4x38.4, and 70.4x 51.2 cm, respec-
tively. The fourth MWPC was actually two adja-
cent chambers, each 64x 70.4 cm, as shown in
Fig. 1.

Most of the region between the target and the
first MWPC was filled with helium to minimize
photon conversions in this region. The helium was
contained in a box consisting of 6.4-mm-thick
acrylic plates on the top and bottom, four 13-mm-
diameter acrylic rods holding the plates apart,
and 25- p, m mylar covering the front, back, and
sides.

3. Copper converters

The copper converters were placed immediately
in front of the first ]VDvVPC. Each converter was
30.5 cm high and 30.5 cm wide. Monte Carlo
studies were used to determine the correct size
and transverse position of the converters to match
the acceptance of the magnetic spectrometer. The

two converters were sheets of oxygen-free copper
0.726 +0.003 and 1.090 + 0.004 g/cm thick, re-
spectively.

4. Beum monitors

The data analysis required comparing runs taken
under several different running conditions (target
and converter thicknesses, and beam intensities).
Because of the importance of knowing the incident

flux, four separate beam-monitoring systems
were used during the experiment: an ionization
chamber, an integrating scintillation counter, and
two counter-telescope systems. The integrating
scintillation counter consisted of a 5 x 5x 0.16-cm
plastic scintillator viewed by two photorpultiplier
tubes, an EMI9813B and a Dumont 6292. The
EMI tube produced fast pulses and was used to
cal.ibrate the integrating Dumont tube at low in-
tensities (-2 x 10' v /s average). At higher in-
tensities, the EMI tube was turned off and the
current from the Dumont tube was used to mea-
sure the beam flux. This counter was located in
the w beam, 1 m upstream of the CH, targets.
Runs taken with no CH, target ("target-out" runs)
showed that this counter (or any other material
in the beam upstream of the target position) did
not produce any background.

The scintillation plastic of the integrating counter
served as a target for two separate three-counter
telescopes which detected particles scattered at
an angl. e of -80 relative to the beam direction.

The ionization chamber consisted of five high-
voltage plates interleaved between four low-voltage
signal plates and two end plates at ground poten-
tial. The end plates sealed the aluminum can which
housed the chamber. The plates were made of 6-
p.m aluminized mylar stretched on aluminum rings.
The separation between plates was 2.5 cm. The
chamber was filled with argon and the 900-V high
voltage was maintained by a battery. The output
current was integrated and digitized.

5. EIectronics and data acquisition

Fast-logic electronics required coincident pulses
from the shower counter (see Sec. IICl for the
definition of a valid shower-counter pulse), two
H counters, two J counters, and the G counter.
The outputs from all counters were fed to CAMAC
analog-to-digital converters (ADC's) and time-
to-digital converters (TDC's). The signals from
each end of the MWPC delay lines were amplified
and fed to a discriminator. These discriminator
outputs also went to CAMAC TDC's. These CAMAC

modules, as well as a large number of seal.ers,
were read out by an on-line PDP ll/46 and written
onto magnetic tape for off-line analysis. For a
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real coincident event, the time of the trigger
pulse, which was used to start the TDC's, was
determined by the II-counter pulses.

For each combination of the three target thick-
nesses, three copper converter configurations,
and two beam intensities (4 x 10' n /s and 6 x 10'
m./s), approximately 20000 events were recorded.

/

The events for each combination were divided into
three or four separate data runs. These runs
were randomly distributed in.time to minimize
the effects of any drifts in the performance of the
apparatus.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Event selection

Each event was subjected to a series of tests
designed to eliminate invalid events from the data
sample. Several cuts were imposed to assure
that the event originated from the target area.
The most important cut was to require the event
to have produced a signal in the active region of
both planes of the first WtWPC and that the tracks
passed through the G counter. This cut eliminated
events in whi;ch the photon converted in either the
G counter or the frame of the first chamber. Cor-
rections for photon conversions in the material
upstream of the active region of the first chamber
and for chamber inefficiencies are discussed be-
low.

Addit'ional cuts required signals in at least two
out of the three remaining MVPC's in each of the
two projections, and agreement between the track
extrapolations and the H and J counters which

fired and with the target position.
The percentage of triggers eliminated by these

cuts varied according to the experimental configur-
ation. Table I shows the percentage of triggers
surviving all previous cuts, failing each cut for
runs with the 1.19-g/cm' target, no copper con-
verter, and a beam intensity of 6 x 10' z /s.

B. Corrections to the data

The number of events must be corrected for ef-
fects due to apparatus inefficiencies (especially
chamber one), accidental counts in the trigger,
and dead time to the data acquisition system at
high event rates.

1. Chamber ineffieieneies

The chamber inefficiencies were primarily due
to dead time in the MWPC readout electronics.
The true chamber efficiencies were measured in
separate runs at low rates by placing several
scinti-llation counters on each side of a chamber.
The chamber efficiencies measured in these runs
were typically greater than 98/0. The effective
chamber efficiency including effects from electron-
ic dead time had to be determined from the data
of each run.

In principle, the effective efficiency of a chamber
plane could be established by counting how often
that plane fired when all other chamber planes
fired. This method was found to yield the correct
efficiency for all chambers except for the first
MVPC. The first MWPC had singles rates which
depended strongly on whether or not a copper
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TABLE I. Percentage of triggers failing cut.

Percentage

Signal in first MvVPC

Fiducial region of first MvVPC

Signals in at least 3 of 4 MVPC's
H, J counters agree with tracks

18.6
5.1
1.3
1.4

converter was in place. The copper tended to
shield the chamber from low-energy particles
produced in the target. Some valid triggers re-
sulted from photons converting in the material of
the first ]VIWPC. The percentage of this kind of
event also depended on whether or not a copper
converter was in place.

The correction for the first MvVPC was made
by relating the effective efficiency, as measured
above, to the G-counter singles rate which re-
flects the true singles rate in the chamber. The
effective efficiency was measured to be a unique
function of the singles rate for a given copper-con-
verter status, regardless of incident g intensity
or target thickness. However, as shown in Fig. 2,
it is systematically several percent lower for
data taken with no converter compared with data
taken with a converter, as expected. This is due
to the difference in the percentage of triggers in
which a photon converts in the G counter for dif-
ferent copper configurations. Since the measured
branching ratio depends on ratios of event rates,
it is unnecessary to know the true efficiency of
chamber one. The correction due to the efficien-
cies of other chambers is much less critical
since they are much weaker functions of the ex-
perimental configuration and because the cut
allowed one of the last three X planes and one of
the last three Y planes to be missing. Figure 2

indicates the size of the chamber-one correction
The total correction due to the other chambers was
typically 0.1/0.

2. G-counter correction

A G-counter signal was required as part of the
fast logic. However, the particle which passed
through the G counter could have been in acci-
dental coincidence with the particles which hit the
H and J counters. A correction had to be made
to account for the accidental G-counter pulses.
This correction was made by comparing the num-

ber of events in the true coincidence peak in the
G-counter timing spectrum to the number of events
outside this peak. The correction for accidental
coincidences ranged between 0.2 and 2.3/q.

3. Shower-counter correction

A correction had to be made to account for the
accidental vetoes of good signals in the shower
counter by the veto counter. This correction was
made from the measured veto-counter singles
rate and the length of the veto signal, and typically
differed from unity by 1 to 2/0.

4. Random-coincidence correction

A correction was made for the random coinci-
dences between the magnetic-spectrometer arm
and the shower-counter arm. The correction was
essentially the ratio of accidental coincidences
to the number of triggers, where the accidental
coincidences were measured by delaying the
shower-counter pulses by -80 ns and scaling the
number of coincidences. It is possible that a
higher percentage of the accidental coincidences
than the in-time triggers would have been elim-
inated by the cuts. To study this effect, several
runs under varying experimental conditions were
taken with accidental coincidences triggering the
apparatus. The final correction due to random
coincidences ranged from 1 to 3%.

5. Computer dead time
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FIG. 2. Efficiency of the first M%PC versus the G-
counter singles rate. The dots show data taken with a
copper -converter in place; the crosses show data with
no copper converter.

The final correction to the data was due to dead

time introduced while the data acquisition com-
puter was reading out the CAMAC modules. This
correction was based on the ratio of two scalers,
one gated off by the computer when it was busy

and the other ungated. This correction was gen-
erally smaller than 1%.

C. Beam monitors

A crucial aspect of the analysis of the data was
the determination of the relative beam intensit'y

for each data run. The beam monitors described
above were compared against each other to verify
their stability and linearity. The ionization cham-
ber and the integrating scintillation counter ex-
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hibited both long- and short-term drifts relative
to the other monitors and so they were not used
in the final analysis. It was found that the shower
counter was a very stable beam monitor for a given
target thickness so it was used in the determina-
tion of the relative m flux for each data run. The
data from the three monitors (the two counter
telescopes and the shower counter) were combined
to form a total monitor. " The relative weighting
of each individual monitor was determined from
the data set and was independent of experimental
conditions except for a linear dependence of the
shower-counter rate on target thickness. The
relative weights of each monitor for each data run
were checked for consistency with the weights
determined from the entire data set. Several. runs
were discarded due to inconsistent monitors. The
total monitor was found to be independent of tar-
get and copper- converter thickness.

X' = (E.+E )' (P. + P )'—
and the energy partition

y=(E, -E)liP, +P
i

(10)

were taken from the detailed @ED calculations
with radiative corrections. ' '

Once the Dalitz decay had been simulated in the
target, the decay products (ye'e ) were trans-
ported through the apparatus. The photon was fol-
lowed first to see if it struck and converted in the
lead sheet of the shower counter. Energy-depen-
dent conversion probabilities were calculated from
the method outlined by Tsai."

If the photon successfully converted in the shower
counter, the leptons were traced through the mag-

IV. MONTE CARLO CALCULATION

Equations (3)-(9) are not exact because they do
not take into account the difference in the accep-
tance of the apparatus for m' Dalitz-decay events
and m'-yy events with a photon converting in
either the target or a copper converter, the varia-
tion of the acceptance with target thickness or
copper-converter thickness, or the energy depen-
dence of the photon-conversion probability in the
target and in the copper converters. A Monte
Carlo calculation was required to take account of
all of these effects.

The code started with a m beam with momentum,
spatial, and angular distributions corresponding
to the measured distributions of the beam. The
momentum and direction of the m were selected
according to the published m P -m'n cross sec-
tions '4

For the Dalitz-decay mode, the distributions
in the electron-positron effective-mass squared

~ 8
O
V

o 6

ye+ e-

I-
QJ 4
ILj

0
K
LLJ

CQ

ALL EVENTS

Z 0 0.3 0.4
X/M~o

FIG. 3. The number of events versus XlM~O for Dalitz
decay. The results are from Monte Carlo calculations.

0.6 0.70.5O.I

netic spectrometer. The leptons were first pro-
. pagated through the remaining target material.
Ionization loss, multiple scattering, and brems-
strahlung were carefully simulated whenever lep-
ton trajectories encountered material. The lep-
tons were then traced to the plane of the copper
converter. If a converter was present, ionization
loss, multiple scattering, and bremsstrahlung
were again taken into account. After traversing
the converter, the leptons were propagated through
the magnet and the MWPC's to the H- and J-counter
banks. The intersection points with the chambers
and scintillation counters were recorded and cuts
were made to simulate the requirements of the
data analysis code.

Figure 3 shows the X distribution far all Dalitz-
decay events and for those accepted by the appara-
tus. It can be seen that the apparatus is most
efficient for events with small X.

The transport of the photons from m -yy began
similarly to the transport of the products of the
Dalitz-decay events. One photon was required
to "trigger" the shower counter while the second
photon converted in the target or the copper con-
verter (if present). The energy-sharing distribu-
tion and the angular distribution for the leptons
from pair pr, oduction were taken from Hossi. "
Once the leptons were produced, the program
proceeded as for the Dalitz-decay events.

For each combination of target thickness and
copper-converter thickness, the acceptance for
Dalitz-decay events, and for m'-yy events with
the photon converting in the target and in the cop-
per converter (if present) were each found. The
total event rate for each apparatus configuration
is obtained by summing the individual rates, as
in Eqs. (5) and (7). This method takes into account

. the change in acceptance caused by the added ma-
terial introduced by changing the target or con-
verter thickness.

The results of the Monte Carlo calculation, as-
suming B= 1„2&10 ', are shown in Fig. 4, plotted
as a function of target thickness. These results
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FIG. 4. Monte Carlo yields versus target thickness.
The number of accepted events per target thickness per
1000 attempts is plotted against target thickness from
the Monte Carlo simulation.

are fit quite well by a straight line as a function
of target thickness, as expected from Eqs. (5) and
(7). The errors shown are statistical uncertainties
in the Monte Carlo calculation.

Least-squares fits to the results as a function of
target thickness yield the intercepts shown in Ta-
ble II. Also shown are the intercepts for J3=1.1
x10 ' and 1.3x10 '.

V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Results

The method of event selection and the correc-
tions which must be applied to the measured event
rates were discussed in Sec. III. The number of
corrected events per target thickness for each run
was normalized to the combined beam-monitor
signal. In order to study the rate dependence of
the yields and corrections, some runs were taken
at w intensities of 9x10' m /s and 16&&10' m /s.
The corrected yields were found to be insensitive
to the instantaneous rates. These data sets were
not included. in the final analysis because of a raw

TABLE H. Intercepts —Monte Carlo tin (events/
gem ] per 1000 trials].

lc f C2

8 =1.1x 10 2 1.208+ 0,023 8.78+0.22
8 =1.2x 10 2 1.292+ 0.024 8.84 +0.22
B =1.3x 10 2 1,38].+ 0.025 8.93 +0.22

12.26 +0.20
12.33 + 0.20
12.41 + 0.20

B=, = (1.25 + 0.04) x 10 '
I ("-rr) (12)

where the errors are statistical only (due to the
statistical errors in both the data and the Monte
Carlo calculation).

B. Systematic errors

There are several sources of possible system-
atic errors which are discussed below and sum-

trigger rate-dependent problem in the 'data acqui-
sition system which affected some combinations of
target thickness and Cu-converter runs.

Figure 5 shows the corrected event rates per
target thickness for incident m intensities of 4
&&10' m /s and 6x10' n /s. These data show no
significant dependence on beam intensity and are
in good qualitative agreement with the Monte Carlo
results of Fig. 4. The data and the Monte Carlo
results do disagree somewhat on the ratio of the
slope to intercept for the data with copper con-
verters in place. This is presumably due to some
process which is proportional to some higher pow-
er of t which is not adequately calculated in the
Monte Carlo program. The contribution from such
higher-order processes disappears in the extrapo-
lation to zero target thickness. A least-squares
fit to the data yields the intercepts shown in Table
III. It is unimportant that the units are different
for the intercepts of the data and the Monte Carlo
results, since it is only the ratio of intercepts that
is important [see Eq. (9)].

In order to extract the Dalitz-decay branching
ratio B from the intercepts, the intercepts of Ta-
bles II and III are fit to linear functions of the
copper-converter thickness as in Eq. (8). The
ratio 8, defined in Sec. IIA, is shown in Fig. 6
for the data and for the Monte Carlo results as a
function of B. Comparing the Monte Carlo results
with the data,

TABLE IIL Intercepts —data [in (events/gcm ] per beam monitor].

Beam intensity
(10~ 7r /s)

0.1995+0.0061
0.2015+ 0.0058

1.362+ 0.025
1.358 +0.024

1,845 + 0.035
1.833 +0.030
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TABLE IV. Systematic errors.

Quantity

Error in
branching

ratio
75-

Target thickness
Copper-converter thickness
Absolute copper-conversion probability
Material between target and first MiVPC
~0 form-factor slope

0.002x10 2

0.004x10 2

0.013x 10 2

0.002 x 10-2
0.001x10 2

NPÃÃÃÃ~EX////EÃX
FPÃEEÃPEEÃZX~PPPÃ8

6.5-

7l p np

7Tp ne e

m P -nm'

(14a)

(14b)

(14c)

C. Backgrounds

Several background processes have been con-
sidered that would require detection of a neutron
in the shower counter. These processes are

O,olo O.OII O.OI2 O.OI5 O.OI4

FIG. 6. The ratio R, defined in Sec. IIA, versus the
Dalitz-decay branching ratio 8 for the data and for the
Monte Carlo results. The bands correspond to 1
standard deviation.

m p-nm'

ye'e

(14d)

where the first error is statistical and the second
is systematic. This result is consistent with the
previously reported result of Eq. (1), (1.166
+0.047) x 10 '. A weighted average of the two ex-
perimental results gives

D. Conclusion

The final result is

B= (1.25 ~ 0.04 ~ 0.01) x 10-' (15)

These processes can be neglected because the
neutron detection efficiency is small and the cross
section for these processes [except for Eq. (14c)]
is low. If every neutron which underwent charge-
exchange scattering in the lead sheet were de-
tected, the neutron detection efficiency in the
shower counter would be &10%%d. It isunlikel y that
the charged products of the neutron interaction
would penetrate three 0.64-cm-thick counters. The
processes in Eq. (14c) will, contribute to the mo

Dalitz-decay signal while (14a) will be eliminated
by the extrapolation technique. The other two
processes contribute to the event rate at a level
much less than 1/&& of the rate from w' Dalitz de-
cay.

B= (1.21 + 0.03) x 10 '. (16)

This result is in agreement with the QED calcula-
tion [Eq. (2)].

The dominant uncertainty in this experiment is
due to the limited counting statistics. The tech-
nique appears capable of yielding a more accurate
result if substantially more events could be col-
lected.
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